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Q&A: World of Fiery Webinar – Is Your RIP Working 
Hard Enough? 

 

What are some easy ways to achieve a more consistent color across multiple different medias with different 
white points? Example: Styrene that has a more blue white point and PVC with a more yellow white point. 

The easiest way is to use the same reference profile for each workflow for each printer/ink/media combination that you 
are trying to match. With regards to the different white points, using the Absolute Colorimetric will try to match the white 
points as long as the media white point is lighter than the white point that you are trying to match. Building a custom 
linearization file and ICC media profile will also help get things closer. Also, in the past "Color Process Control and 
Verification in Fiery® proServer and Fiery XF" webinar, I covered some more advanced techniques.   

What do you do if your Dynamic Wedge™ fails verification? What dataset is the Dynamic Wedge being 
compared to? 

If you fail Verification, you can click on the Optimize button on the Verification pane to have the system use the values 
measured from the color strip to build a 3cc color correction file which should improve the color accuracy.  You can then 
reprint and re-verify your job.  This is intended to be a temporary fix for individual jobs.  When you have additional time 
you can re-optimize the workflow using a larger target.   

The Dynamic Wedge uses the reference ICC profile you have set on the Color Management pane for images and the 
L*a*b* values from the spot color library for spot colors. 

Can you print using the Unidriver from Adobe Acrobat? 

Yes, you can. You can use the Unidriver with most applications. Keep in mind, however, that the Unidriver will generate 
a PostScript file and not a PDF file and Color Management will be a little different. This document will help you 
understand the differences: 
http://help.efi.com/fieryxf/KnowledgeBase/ColorManagement/CM in Fiery XF and proServer - 10-1-15.pdf 

Would you advise to use Unidriver over Hotfolders? 

It depends upon what control and flexibility you are looking for. Hotfolders provide access to your Fiery proServer or 
Fiery XF system without allowing the users to modify any job settings. The Unidriver provides an easy method for your 
users to generate printable files directly from their applications and modify some of the job settings. You need to decide 
how much control and access to provide to each user. And, nothing prevents you from using both! 

Can the Dynamic Wedge be used to verify GRACoL? 

It can, but keep in mind that many customers will expect to see the official Idealliance color bar used when verifying to 
GRACoL. 

http://help.efi.com/fieryxf/KnowledgeBase/ColorManagement/CM in Fiery XF and proServer - 10-1-15.pdf
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Do you have to use IP printing to use Fiery Navigator? 

Fiery Navigator™ is still under development for our wide and superwide technologies so we will need to wait to see the 
final functionality but it is likely that you will need to use IP printing connectivity in order for the printer to report ink and 
media usage through Fiery proServer or Fiery XF to Fiery Navigator. 

Why is printing/measuring/verification of UGRA/FOGRA media wedge and Dynamic Wedge together not 
possible (CMYK PDF with some PANTONE spot colors)? This was tried on a standard proofing workflow, but 
never worked successfully?  

There is no reason that I am aware of that would prevent this from working. I suggest that you contact support: 
fierywideformatsupport@efi.com. They may need to take a look at your setup and/or files. 

Why would you use Dynamic Rendering for production but not proofing? 

In proofing, you almost always use Relative Colorimetric for the rendering intent because few, if any, imagesetter or 
platesetter RIPs can use the Perceptual Rendering Intent. Even if they can, you should always match the rendering 
intents to the imagesetter or platesetter settings in order to generate accurate proofs. 

Who can I talk to about using EFI Fiery RIP in my workflow? 

We will be happy to have someone contact you to discuss this further. 

Can I share presets between users?  

You can, but you may not want to. The presets are stored on your system as .xml files that can be shared but moving 
.xml files between systems without some high level training can be a bit dangerous. Because presets are very easy to 
build, I would recommend that you simply build them on each of your systems. 

If I use Hotfolders can I still use the Dynamic Wedge that is specific for each job even when I just drop a lot of 
files at once in the Hotfolder?  

Yes, you can. The Dynamic Wedge will be calculated and applied independently to each job that you drop into your 
Hotfolder. 

Do you have more webinars around spot colors?  

There is a recorded World of Fiery webinar around spot colors specifically – Spot Colors Deep Dive in Fiery proServer & 
Fiery XF. We also have product videos available under the video library on efi.com à Fiery Solutions for inkjet that 
explain the very latest features relating to spot color control.   
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